Determining which proteins interact together is crucial to a systems-level understanding of the cell. Recently, algorithms based on Direct Coupling Analysis (DCA) pairwise maximum-entropy models have allowed to identify interaction partners among the paralogs of ubiquitous prokaryotic proteins families, starting from sequence data alone. Since DCA allows to infer the three-dimensional structure of protein complexes, its success in predicting protein-protein interactions could be mainly based on contacting residues coevolving to remain physicochemically complementary. However, interacting proteins often possess similar evolutionary histories, which also gives rise to correlations among their sequences. What is the role of purely phylogenetic correlations in the performance of DCA-based methods to infer interaction partners? To address this question, we employ controlled synthetic data that only involves phylogeny and no interactions or contacts. We find that DCA accurately identifies the pairs of synthetic sequences that only share evolutionary history. It performs as well as methods explicitly based on sequence similarity, and even slightly better with large and accurate training sets. We further demonstrate the ability of these various methods to correctly predict pairings among actual paralogous proteins with genome proximity but no known direct physical interaction, which illustrates the importance of phylogenetic correlations in real data. However, for actually interacting and strongly coevolving proteins, DCA and mutual information outperform sequence similarity.
Introduction

1
The vast majority of cellular processes are carried out by interacting proteins. Functional 2 interactions between proteins allow multi-protein complexes to properly assemble, and 3 ensure the specificity of signal transduction pathways. Hence, mapping functional protein- 4 protein interactions is a crucial question in biology. Since high-throughput experiments 5 remain challenging [1] , an attractive alternative is to exploit the growing amount of 6 sequence data in order to identify functional protein-protein interaction partners.
7
The amino-acid sequences of interacting proteins are correlated, both because of evolu-8 tionary constraints arising from the need to maintain physico-chemical complementarity 9 among contacting amino-acids, and because of shared evolutionary history. The first 10 type of correlations has recently received substantial interest, both within single proteins 11 and across protein partners. Indeed, it entails that the correlations observed in multiple 12 sequence alignments of homologous proteins contain information about which amino acids 13 are in contact in the folded protein or multi-protein complex. Global statistical models 14 built from the observed sequence correlations using the maximum entropy principle [2] [3] [4] [5] , 15 and assuming pairwise interactions, known in the field of proteins as Direct Coupling 16 Analysis (DCA), have been used with success to determine three-dimensional protein 17 structures from sequences [6, 7] , to analyze mutational effects [8] [9] [10] [11] and conformational 18 changes [12, 13] , to find residue contacts between known interaction partners [5, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , 19 and most recently to predict interaction partners from sequence data [21, 22] . The success 20 of DCA-based approaches to predict protein-protein interactions [21, 22] could originate 21 only from correlations between residues that are in direct contact in the three-dimensional 22 protein structure, thus needing to maintain physico-chemical complementarity. However, 23 additional correlations arise in protein sequences due to their common evolutionary 24 history, i.e. phylogeny [23] [24] [25] , even in the absence of structural or functional constraints. 25 These historical correlations could also be exploited to predict interacting partners, since 26 a pair of interacting proteins can have a more strongly shared phylogenetic history than 27 non-interacting proteins [26] . For instance, interacting proteins tend to have similar 28 evolutionary rates [27, 28] , which helps to identify them [26] . Indeed, methods based only 29 on sequence similarity and on phylogeny [26, 29, 30 ] also allow to predict protein-protein 30 interaction partners. In addition, a method based on mutual information (MI) was 31 recently shown to slightly outperform the DCA-based one [31] . MI includes all types of 32 statistical dependence between the sequences of interacting partners. 33 To what extent do phylogenetic correlations contribute to the prediction of interaction 34 partners from sequences? In the case where only phylogenetic correlations are present, 35 how do DCA-based methods compare to methods based only on sequence similarity and 36 on phylogeny? Answering these questions is important to understand the reasons of 37 the success of DCA-based methods, and will open the way to developing new methods 38 that combine useful information from both phylogeny and contacts. To address these 39 questions, we generate controlled synthetic data that only involves phylogeny, in the 40 absence of contacts or other functional constraints. We show that our DCA-based method 41 correctly identifies pairs of synthetic "sequences" that share evolutionary history, even 42 without any training set. Strikingly, this high predictive power is obtained in the absence 43 of real couplings from interactions, from purely phylogenetic correlations. We compare 44 the performance of the DCA-based method to that of similarity-based methods on this 45 synthetic dataset, and we find that DCA performs slightly better with large training set, 46 while similarity-based methods perform slightly better otherwise. We discuss possibilities 47 
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to constructively combine these different methods. Finally, we show examples of real 48 proteins without known direct physical interactions but with shared evolutionary history 49 that can be accurately paired by our various methods, thus illustrating the importance 50 of phylogenetic correlations in real data. For a pair of actually interacting and strongly 51 coevolving protein families, we find that DCA and MI substantially outperform sequence 52 similarity for predicting interacting pairs from sequences. 53 
Methods
54
Synthetic data generation 55 We generate controlled synthetic data where "sequences" are modeled as strings of binary 56 variables (bits) taking values 0 or 1. In real protein sequences, each site can feature 21 57 states (20 amino acids, plus the alignment gap), but binary models where the consensus 58 or reference amino acid is denoted by 0 and mutant states by 1 are productive [24, 32] , 59 and retain all conceptual ingredients. Our synthetic sequences are evolved along a 60 phylogenetic tree represented by a branching process with random mutations, in the 61 absence of any constraint stemming from interactions or function. Hence, all correlations 62 in this synthetic data arise from shared evolutionary history (and finite-size noise). The 63 data generation process is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
64
Fig 1. Construction of a synthetic dataset of chains sharing evolutionary history. Starting from a random ancestral chain AB of bits whose two halves A and B are shaded in blue and red, a series of n duplication and mutation steps ("generations", here n = 3) are performed (bold: mutated bits; here 2 bits per chain are mutated at each step), resulting in 2 n = 8 chains. Species are then constructed randomly, here with m = 2 chains per species. Some species are considered as the training set (green), and the other ones constitute the testing set (pink), where the pairings between each chain A and each chain B will be blinded.
Specifically, we consider perfect binary trees for simplicity. The ancestral chain, 65 composed of uniformly randomly distributed bits, is duplicated, giving rise to two chains, 66 and mutations are performed independently in the two duplicate chains: each mutation 67 changes the state of one uniformly randomly chosen bit of the chain. Then, the new 68 chains are duplicated again, and so on. We employ two different models for the occurrence 69 of mutations. In the simplest model, a fixed number of mutations per total chain length 70 is performed along each branch of the tree, i.e. between two duplication steps. In a more 71 realistic model, the number of mutations per branch is drawn in a Poisson distribution 72 
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with fixed mean. After a given number n of duplication steps ("generations"), a final 73 dataset of 2 n chains is obtained (see Fig. 1 ). In each of these chains, the state of each 74 bit is uniformly distributed. However, correlations exist between chains due to their 75 shared evolutionary history. The strength of these correlations depends on the number 76 of mutations per branch and on how close the chains are along the phylogenetic tree.
77
In order to introduce the notion of species in a minimal way, we randomly group 78 chains into sets of equal size m, each representing a species. The m different chains 79 within a species can then be thought of as paralogs, i.e. homologs sharing common 80 ancestry and present in the same genome. In reality, different correlations are expected 81 between the paralogs present in a given species and the orthologs present across species. 82 Later on, we therefore also consider another type of phylogeny that accounts for these 83 effects, and assess the robustness of our conclusions to this variant. Note that the present 84 minimal model with random species is realistic in the case where exchange between 85 species (i.e. horizontal gene transfer) is sufficiently frequent.
86
We finally cut each chain of the final dataset in two halves of equal length. These 87 halves, denoted by chain A and chain B, thus represent a pair of proteins that possess 88 the same evolutionary history. Next, we blind the pairings for the chains A and B from 89 some species (testing set) and ask whether DCA-, MI-and similarity-based methods are 90 able to pair each A chain with its "evolutionary partner", namely with the B chain that 91 possesses the same evolutionary history, starting from the known pairs (training set).
92
Inference methods
93
We test several inference methods to predict pairings between chains A and B in our 94 synthetic datasets. For each of them, performance is assessed both with a training set 95 and without a training set. In the first case, the parameters defining scores are computed 96 using the training set and employed to pair data in the testing set [4, 14] . In the second 97 case, we employ the Iterative Pairing Algorithm (IPA) developed in Refs. [21, 31] to 98 bootstrap the predictions starting from initial random within-species pairings. Below, we 99 present the various inference methods assuming that there is a training set. The extension 100 to the training set-free case is then performed exactly as described in Refs. [21, 31] .
101
Training set statistics. To describe the statistics of a training set of synthetic paired 102 chains AB, of total length 2L (where L is the length of a chain A or B), we employ 103 the empirical one-site frequencies of each state σ i ∈ {0, 1} at each site i ∈ {1, . . . , 2L}, 104 denoted by f i (σ i ), and the two-site frequencies of occurrence of each ordered pair of 105 states (σ i , σ j ) at each ordered pair of sites (i, j), denoted by f ij (σ i , σ j ). Correlations are 106 then computed as
107
Pseudocount. When dealing with real protein sequences, pseudocounts are often 108 introduced to avoid mathematical issues such as divergences due to amino-acid pairs 109 that never appear, both with DCA [5, 6, 12, 14] and with MI [31] . Introducing a 110 pseudocount weight Λ, which effectively corresponds to adding a fraction Λ of chains 111 with uniformly distributed states, the corrected one-body frequencies readf i (σ i ) = 112 Λ/2 + (1 − Λ)f i (σ i ). Similarly, the corrected two-body frequencies readf 114 where δ σiσj = 1 if σ i = σ j and 0 otherwise. We investigated the impact of varying Λ on 115 the performance of pairing prediction on our synthetic data using DCA and MI. Fig. S1 116 shows that small nonzero values of Λ perform best for MI while larger ones improve DCA 117 performance. Therefore, in what follows, we always took Λ = 0.015 for MI and Λ = 0.5 118 for DCA, which is the typical value used when applying DCA to real proteins [6, 12] .
DCA-based method. In DCA [5, 6, 12, 33] , one starts from the empirical covari-120 ances C ij (σ i , σ j ) between all pairs of sites (i, j), computed on the training set. Im-121 portantly, here, we are considering paired chains AB, and i and j range from 1 to 122 the total length 2L of such a chain. DCA is based on building a global statistical 123 model from these covariances (and the one-body frequencies) [5, 6, 12, 33] , through 124 the maximum entropy principle [2] . This results in a 2L-body probability distri-125 bution P of observing a given sequence (σ 1 , . . . , σ 2L ) that reads P (σ 1 , . . . , σ 2L ) = 126
where Z is a normalization constant: this cor-127 responds to the Boltzmann distribution associated to a Potts model with couplings 128 e ij (σ i , σ j ) and fields h i (σ i ) [33] . Inferring the couplings and the fields that appropriately 129 reproduce the empirical covariances is a difficult problem, known as an inverse statistical 130 physics problem [34] . Note that these parameters are not all independent due to the 131 gauge degree of freedom, so one can set e.g. h i (0) = 0 and e ij (0, σ j ) = e ij (σ i , 0) = 0 for 132 all i, j and σ i , σ j , thus leaving only h i (1) and e ij (1, 1) to determine. Within the mean-133 field approximation, which will be employed throughout, these coupling strengths can be 134 approximated by e ij (1, 1) = −C −1 ij (1, 1) [6, 12, 35] . We then transform to the zero-sum 135 (or Ising) gauge, yielding e ij (0, 1) = e ij (1, 0) = −e ij (0, 0) = −e ij (1, 1) = C −1
The interest of this gauge is that it attributes the smallest possible fraction of the energy 137 to the couplings, and the largest possible fraction to the fields [5, 36] . Note that a fully 138 equivalent approach is to consider sequences of Ising spins instead of bits, and to employ 139 an Ising model. Here, we have chosen the Potts model formalism for consistency with 140 protein sequence analysis by DCA.
141
The effective interaction energy E AB of each possible pair AB in the testing set, 142 constructed by concatenating a chain A and a chain B, can then be assessed via
In real proteins, approximately minimizing such a score has proved successful at predicting 144 interacting partners [14, 21] . Note that we only sum over inter-chain pairs (i.e. pairs 145 of sites involving one site in A and one in B) because we are interested in interactions 146 between A and B.
147
Importantly, DCA was designed to infer actual interactions between contacting amino 148 acids through the couplings e ij [5, 6, 12, 33] . By contrast, in the present synthetic data, 149 there are no such interactions, and all correlations have their origin in phylogeny (or 150 finite-size noise). Nevertheless, the DCA-based interaction energy in Eq. 1 contains 151 information about these correlations, and we will investigate how well it captures them. 152 MI-based method. Our method based on Mutual Information (MI) was introduced 153 in [31] . As with DCA, we start by describing the statistics of the training set, which is 154 composed of complete chains AB. For this, we employ the single-site frequencies f i (σ i ) 155 and the two-site frequencies f ij (σ i , σ j ) (see above). The pointwise mutual information 156 (PMI) of a pair of states (σ i , σ j ) at a pair of sites (i, j) is defined as [37] [38] [39] :
Averaging this quantity over all possible pairs of states yields an estimate of the mutual 158 information (MI) between sites i and j [40] :
159
Next, we define a pairing score S AB for each possible pair AB of chains from the 160 testing set as the sum of the PMIs of the inter-chain pairs of sites of this concatenated 161 
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chain AB (i.e. those that involve one site in chain A and one site in chain B):
In real proteins, approximately maximizing such a score has proved successful at pre-163 dicting interacting partners, slightly outperforming DCA [31] .
164
Mirrortree-based method. Methods based only on phylogeny and sequence simi-165 larity have been developed to predict protein-protein interactions. In particular, the 166 Mirrortree method quantifies the similarities of distance matrices between the proteins 167 of two families to determine whether they interact [26, 30, 41] , and has allowed the 168 successful prediction of protein-protein interactions. This method generally relies on 169 finding one ortholog of the proteins of interest in each species and does not address the 170 question of which paralog of family A interacts with which paralog of family B. However, 171 related approaches have tackled this problem [29, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , which was subsequently directly 172 addressed by the DCA-and MI-based methods of Refs. [21, 22, 31] .
173
We consider an approach close to the original Mirrortree algorithm [26, 30, 41] . 
This score thus assigns high values to pairs AB that have highly similar phylogenetic 181 relationships to the training set, hinting towards substantial shared evolutionary history 182 between A and B. It can be used for predicting partnerships exactly as the DCA-and 183 MI-based scores in Eqs. 1 and 3. Note that one then aims to maximize M AB , just like 184 S AB , while DCA effective interaction energies E AB should be minimized.
185
Other methods based on sequence similarity. Because there are many ways to 186 exploit sequence similarity in order to assess shared evolutionary history, we also consider 187 variants beyond our Mirrortree-based method. Specifically, we present results obtained 188 using orthology between pairs, defined as reciprocal best hits in terms of Hamming 189 distances, as well as results obtained by simply employing the Hamming distance of each 190 possible AB pair of the testing set to its closest AB pair in the training set as a pairing 191 score.
192
Pairing prediction. We employed two different approaches to predict pairings from 193 each of the three scores defined in Eqs. 1, 3 and 4. In the first approach, for each chain 194 A, we simply picked the chain B within the same species that optimizes the pairing 195 score. In the second one, we used the Hungarian algorithm (also known as the Munkres 196 algorithm) [47] [48] [49] to find the one-to-one association of each chain A with a chain B that 197 optimizes the sum of the pairing scores within each species.
198
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Results
199
DCA accurately identifies pairs of chains that only share a com-200 mon evolutionary history
201
First, we set out to assess whether DCA can identify pairs of chains AB that only 202 share a common evolutionary history. For this, we generated chains of bits employing a 203 branching process with random mutations, in the absence of any interaction or functional 204 constraint (see Methods and Fig. 1 ). The only correlations present among these chains 205 thus arise from shared evolutionary history (and finite-size noise). We first ask whether 206 DCA pairing scores (Eq. 1) learned on a training set of complete chains allow to correctly 207 predict pairs of evolutionary partners in a testing set of chains separated into half chains 208 A and B.
209
Specifically, we generated data using a phylogenetic tree of 10 generations, with 210 5 mutations per branch, out of 100 bits in each complete chain AB, thus yielding 211 1024 chains AB. Given the relatively small number of mutations per branch, many 212 of the resulting chains AB possess substantial similarities arising from their common 213 evolutionary history. The degree of similarity between two given chains is defined by 214 their relatedness along the phylogenetic tree used to generate the data. We ordered the 215 chains employing this phylogenetic tree, so that sister chains are closest to one another 216 etc. (see Fig. 2A ). Chains are numbered according to the phylogenetic tree representing the branching process used for data generation (see Fig. 1 ). The same numbering is employed for chains A and for chains B that possess the same evolutionary history. B: Matrix of DCA effective interaction energies E AB (Eq. 1) for all pairs AB made from a chain A and a chain B of the testing set, numbered according to phylogeny as illustrated in panel A. Data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with exactly 5 mutations per branch, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB. 75% of them were randomly selected to form the training set employed to build the DCA model, while the remaining 25% constitute the testing set.
Next, we randomly picked 75% of the chains to form a substantial training set, and 218 inferred a DCA model from this training set (see Methods). We employed the inferred 219 couplings e ij (σ i , σ j ) to compute effective interaction energies E AB (Eq. 1) between all 220 chains A and all chains B of the remaining 25% of the dataset, which constitutes our 221 testing set. The effective interaction energies obtained are shown in Fig. 2B . Importantly, 222 the diagonal of the matrix, corresponding to actual evolutionary partners, features small 223 energies. Furthermore, a nested block structure is apparent in the matrix, reflecting 224 the phylogenetic tree (recall that chains A and B are both ordered according to the 225 7/28 tree as shown in Fig. 2A ). Specifically, for 22% of chains A in the testing set, the 226 smallest DCA effective interaction energy E AB is obtained with their evolutionary 227 partner (corresponding to the diagonal in Fig. 2B ). In Fig. S2 , we further demonstrate 228 that those chains B that have smaller E AB with a chain A than its evolutionary partner 229 B are very similar to that chain B and strongly related to it. Furthermore, if the dataset 230 is divided into random species with 4 chains AB each (see Methods), the smallest E AB 231 for a chain A within its species accurately identifies its evolutionary partner B for a 232 striking 93% of chains A of the testing set. Hence, with a large training set, DCA is able 233 to learn phylogenetic correlations, and to identify evolutionary partners. Recall that the 234 usual goal of DCA is to infer couplings e ij (σ i , σ j ) stemming from actual interactions, 235 which do not exist in our synthetic data.
236
Impact of key parameters and comparison to other methods
237
Let us investigate the robustness of the ability of DCA to identify pairs of evolutionary 238 partners, and compare it to other methods. First, we ask how large a training set 239 is necessary to learn the correlations arising from phylogeny. Fig. 3A shows that a 240 sufficiently large training set is required for DCA to accurately identify evolutionary 241 partners within each species, in line with previous results about DCA-based predictions 242 of protein-protein interactions [21, 22] and three-dimensional protein structures [5, 6, 12] 243 from real sequences. Furthermore, similar trends are observed both when employing 244 the Mutual Information (MI) based score S AB (Eq. 3), consistently with [31] , and when 245 using the Mirrortree-inspired score M AB (Eq. 4) that only relies on sequence similarity. 246 All these methods predict pairings much better than the chance expectation (yellow) 247 and reach very high fractions of true positives for training sets larger than ∼100 pairs 248 AB (see Fig. 3A ). Better performance is obtained when pairings are predicted using 249 the Hungarian algorithm, which finds a global optimal one-to-one matching within each 250 species (see Methods) than when simply picking for each chain A the optimal partner B 251 within its species [31] . Fig. 3A further shows that with the first approach, the Mirrortree 252 method performs better for small training sets, while DCA and MI outperform it for 253 larger datasets. These differences become almost negligible when using the Hungarian 254 algorithm.
255
Since the pairing task becomes harder when the number of pairs per species increases, 256 we next studied how performance is affected by this important parameter. Fig. 3B , 257 which employs a substantial training set, shows that the performance of all three pairing 258 scores decays as species contain more pairs AB, as expected. However, this decay is 259 far slower than for the chance expectation (yellow), which highlights the robustness of 260 our methods. Here, DCA reaches the highest performance, followed by MI and then 261 by Mirrortree, in line with the results obtained on Fig. 3A for large training sets. The 262 good performance of the Mirrortree approach, which just relies on sequence similarities, 263 arises from the fact that a possible pair AB that is very similar to correct pairs tends 264 to be a correct pair too, as evidenced in Fig. S3 . Indeed, pairs that are very similar to 265 correct pairs tend to be their close "relatives" along the tree. Other variants based on 266 sequence similarity can thus be constructed. In Fig. S4 , we present two such variants: 267 one employs as a pairing score the smallest Hamming distance from a possible pair AB 268 of the testing set to its closest neighbor in the training set, and the second one is based 269 on the notion of orthologous pairs. Both of them perform very well with large training 270 sets, but are less robust than our other methods to decreasing training set size.
271
Because the ability of our methods to predict pairings relies on the shared evolutionary 272 history of chains A and B, it is crucial to understand how the mutation rate affects 273 performance. Let µ = nµ 0 denote the average total number of mutations between the 274 ancestral chain AB and any leaf of the phylogenetic tree, where n represents the number 275 of generations and µ 0 the average number of mutations per generation (see Fig. 1 either within each species we find the chain B with optimal pairing score with each chain A (dashed lines), or within each species we employ the Hungarian matching algorithm to find the one-to-one pairing of chains A and B that optimizes the sum of the pairing scores (solid lines). Each species comprises 4 chains AB. B: Fraction of pairs correctly identified (TP fraction) versus number of pairs per species, employing the same methods (and same colors) as in panel A, and a training set of 50% of the total dataset. In both panels, data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with exactly 5 mutations per branch, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB. Species were built randomly, and some of them were chosen randomly to build the training set, the remaining ones making up the testing set. Yellow curves show the chance expectation, i.e. the average TP fraction obtained for random within-species pairings. Results are averaged over 100 replicates in panel A and 20 replicates in panel B, each corresponding to a different realization of the branching process used for data generation.
maximum number of differences between two final chains AB, namely 2µ, becomes larger 277 than the total length 2L of a complete chain AB, then correlations are lost between these 278 two least-related chains AB. Thus, we expect the performance of our pairing prediction 279 methods to decay for µ L. This constitutes a lower bound of the actual number µ of 280 mutations causing performance to substantially drop, because (i) we have considered the 281 two least-related chains along the trees, and chains that diverged upon later duplication 282 steps are more correlated, and (ii) since each mutation affects a random site, and each 283 site can mutate several times, some sites may never mutate even when µ L, and thus 284 some correlations can survive in this regime even between the most distant sequences. 285 Similarly, if µ 0 L, i.e. µ nL, then even sister sequences lose correlation, which gives 286 an upper bound for the number of mutations causing performance to drop.
287 Fig. 4 shows heatmaps of the performance of DCA-and Mirrortree-based pairing 288 predictions versus the total number µ of mutations per chain AB and the single chain 289 length L, with a substantial training set. For both methods, performance is very good 290 and robust over a large range of values of L and µ. In addition, in both cases, a clear 291 transition between good and poor performance is visible as µ is increased at each L. We 292 observe that this transition occurs along a line, such that good performance is obtained 293 for µ 3.6 L − 72. This linear behavior and its slope are consistent with our predictions 294 above. We also observe that performance drops if there are extremely few mutations, 295 because chains are too conserved and remain almost all the same, and if chains are 296 too short, because there is too much redundancy. Another important parameter is the 297 total number n of generations in the phylogenetic tree, which sets the total number 298 of chains (2 n ). We found that varying n from 8 to 12 yielded no significant change 299 the heatmaps of Fig. 4 . Finally, a striking observation in Fig. 4 is that the DCA-and 300 Mirrortree-based methods perform very similarly over the whole range of parameters 301 studied: specifically, the mean difference of the TP fractions obtained using the two 302 methods is 4 × 10 −3 . Despite their conceptual differences, these methods rely on learning 303 phylogenetic correlations from the training set, and thus have similar dependences on 304 evolutionary parameters such as the mutation rate. . The Hungarian algorithm was employed to predict pairings. For each µ and L, data was generated using a tree of n = 10 generations, thus yielding 1024 chains AB, and random species, each comprising 4 chains AB, were constructed. Half of the species were chosen to form a training set of 512 pairs, and predictions were made on the remaining species, which form the testing set. Here the chance expectation of TP fraction, obtained for random within-species pairings, is 0.25.
Evolutionary partners can be predicted without a training set
306
In Refs. [21, 31] , it was shown that DCA-and MI-based approaches allow to predict 307 interacting partners among the paralogs of actual interacting proteins from their sequences 308 without any training set, i.e. without any prior knowledge of interacting pairs, thanks to 309 an Iterative Pairing Algorithm (IPA). In this approach, at the first iteration, (usually 310 poor) predictions are made employing pairing scores learned on random within-species 311 pairings. At each subsequent iteration n > 1, pairing scores are re-learned on the 312 (n − 1)N increment top-ranked predicted pairs from the previous iteration, where N increment 313 represents the increment step (see Refs. [21, 31] for details, and Ref. [22] for alternative 314 iterative approaches). This iterative strategy gradually improves predictive power and 315 has yielded accurate predictions of interacting partners in ubiquitous prokaryotic protein 316 families [21, 31] . Here, we employed the IPA on our synthetic data where correlations 317 arise only from shared evolutionary history. For comparison, we also developed and 318 studied a variant of the IPA based on the Mirrortree approach, which employs the 319 pairing score M AB (Eq. 4), instead of the DCA-based effective interaction energy E AB 320 10/28 (Eq. 1) [21] or MI score S AB (Eq. 3) [31] .
321
Fig 5A shows the TP fraction obtained for different values of the increment step 322 N increment , both for the DCA-IPA and for the Mirrortree-IPA, at the first and last 323 iterations. Overall, it shows that the iterative approach allows to make very accurate 324 pairing predictions in the absence of a training set. With both algorithms, a striking 325 improvement of predictive power is observed at the last iteration, compared to the first 326 iteration and to the random expectation. Furthermore, the iterative method performs 327 best for small increment steps N increment , which highlights the interest of the iterative 328 approach. We emphasize that the high final TP fractions are attained without any 329 prior knowledge of pairings. As discussed in Refs. [21, 31] , an important ingredient for 330 the IPA to bootstrap its way toward high predictive power is that correct pairs have 331 more neighbors in terms of Hamming distance than incorrect pairs, which favors them. 332 Ref. [21] called this the Anna Karenina effect, referring to the first sentence of Tolstoy's 333 novel. In addition, when starting from random pairings, signal from correct pairs adds 334 constructively, while noise adds incoherently. We quantified the Anna Karenina effect 335 in our synthetic dataset. Fig. S3 shows that correct pairs have closer correct neighbors 336 than incorrect pairs. Furthermore, in the dataset used in Fig. S3 , considering that two 337 pairs AB are neighbors if the Hamming distance between the two A and that between 338 the two B are both smaller than 0.15, we find that correct pairs have 6.2 neighbors 339 on average, of which 90% are correct pairs, while incorrect pairs have 0.63 neighbors 340 on average, of which 33% are correct pairs. Correct pairs have almost 10 times more 341 neighbors than incorrect ones, demonstrating a strong Anna Karenina effect.
342
For the parameters used in Fig. 5A , the Mirrortree-IPA performs slightly better than 343 the DCA-IPA, and this difference exists right from the first iteration. How does the 344 performance of these two methods depend on parameters characterizing the dataset? 345 Fig. S5 shows heatmaps of the performance of the DCA-IPA and of the Mirrortree-IPA 346 as a function of the total number µ of mutations per chain AB and of the single chain 347 length L, without any training set, at the first and last iterations. It shows that the 348 Mirrortree-IPA performs better than the DCA-IPA at the first iteration, especially as 349 mutation rates become larger ( Fig. S5A and C) . Recall that at the first iteration, pairing 350 scores are calculated on random within-species pairings, where most pairs (75% on 351 average for species with 4 pairs each) are incorrect. Taken together with our earlier 352 observation that Mirrortree outperforms DCA for small training sets (see Fig. 3A ), 353 it means that DCA requires a substantial and accurate training set to properly learn 354 correlations and reach good performance, as is already known in the case of real protein 355 sequences [5, 6, 12] . Nevertheless, the IPA allows DCA to robustly reach high predictive 356 power at the last iteration over a broad range of values of µ and L (Fig. S5B ). This 357 range is almost as large as for the Mirrortree-IPA (Fig. S5D) , despite the initial lower 358 performance of DCA. At the last iteration, there is only a rather narrow band, close to 359 the transition line from large to small TP fractions, where the DCA-IPA is outperformed 360 by the Mirrortree-IPA. Note that the parameters employed in Fig. 5A are in this region. 361 Importantly, the parameter range where the DCA-IPA and the Mirrortree-IPA perform 362 well without any training set is very similar to that obtained in Fig. 4 for DCA and 363 Mirrortree predictions from a large training set. This result illustrates the power of the 364 iterative approach, which truly allows to bypass the need for a training set.
365
In Fig. 5B , we further investigate the impact of the number of pairs AB per species 366 on performance of the DCA-IPA and of the Mirrortree-IPA without any training set. 367 Very good performance is obtained for species comprising up to 8 pairs AB, and then 368 we observe a decay, which is steeper than with a large training set (Fig. 4) . We further 369 observe that the DCA-IPA reaches higher performance than the Mirrortree-IPA for 370 small numbers of pairs per species, while the opposite is true for larger numbers of 371 pairs per species. Again, the Mirrortree-IPA performs better than the DCA-IPA at the 372 The fraction of pairs AB correctly predicted (TP fraction) is shown versus the increment step N increment of the iterative process, for the DCA-IPA and the Mirrortree-IPA, at the first and last iterations. Data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with 20 mutations per branch on average, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB, and random species with 4 pairs AB each were constructed. B: TP fraction versus number of pairs per species, for the DCA-IPA and the Mirrortree-IPA, at the first and last iterations, as well as for the Switch-IPA, which uses the Mirrortree pairing score for the first half of iterations and then switches to the DCA pairing score (the first iteration is thus the same for the Switch-IPA as for the Mirrortree-IPA). An increment step N increment = 100 was used. Data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with 5 mutations per branch on average, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB, and random species with the same number of chains AB each were constructed. Colors are the same as in panel A, with the addition of the Switch-IPA. In both panels, predictions were made without any training set, and the first iteration employed random within-species pairings to compute the initial pairing scores. The Hungarian algorithm was employed to predict pairings. Results are averaged over 20 replicates in panel A and 100 in panel B, each corresponding to a different realization of the branching process used for data generation. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. first iteration, and this might explain the decreased final performance of the DCA-IPA 373 for large numbers of pairs per species: confronted with many pairing possibilities, the 374 DCA-IPA may not be able to recover from the large amount of noise in the initial 375 matches.
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376
An interesting question is whether one can improve predictive power by combining 377 DCA and Mirrotree approaches. It is all the more attractive that the predictions made 378 using the two scores are almost independent (Fig. S6A) , in contrast to those made using 379 DCA and MI [31] (Fig. S6B) . Because Mirrortree performs better than DCA at the 380 first iteration while DCA becomes better for larger and more accurate training sets, we 381 devised a version of the IPA that uses the Mirrortree pairing score for the first half of 382 iterations and then switches to the DCA pairing score. The final TP fractions obtained 383 with this Switch-IPA are shown in Fig. 5B . We find that it performs as well as the 384 best among the Mirrortree-IPA and the DCA-IPA, which should make it more broadly 385 applicable. However, it does not yield further improvements. 
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Extension to other phylogenies and application to real proteins 387 So far, we have considered a minimal model for species, where chains are randomly 388 grouped into sets of equal size m, each representing a species. Such a model would be 389 realistic in the case where exchange between species (i.e. horizontal gene transfer) is 390 very frequent. But in other evolutionary regimes, different correlations are expected 391 between the chains present in a given species (paralogs) and between the most closely 392 related chains across species (orthologs), due to the fact that species are evolutionary 393 units. In practice, paralogous and orthologous pairs respectively arise from duplication 394 and speciation events. In a duplication event, a chain from a given species gives rise 395 to 2 paralogous chains within this species. Note that loss events can also occur, thus 396 decreasing the number of chains within a species. In a speciation event, all chains are 397 duplicated to give rise to 2 distinct species. In order to assess the robustness of our 398 results to these effects, we now consider a phylogeny model that explicitly accounts 399 for duplication-loss and speciation events, without any exchange within species (see 400 Fig. S7A ). For simplicity, we assume that duplication and loss always happen together, 401 so that the number of pairs per species remains constant.
402
Fig . S7B shows the performance of DCA and Mirrortree scores at predicting pairs of 403 evolutionary partners from a substantial training set, versus the fraction of species that 404 undergo a duplication-loss event upon speciation. Overall, performance is good, but it 405 decreases when the frequency of duplication-loss events increases. When there are no 406 duplication-losses, this model features m distinct phylogenies (m = 4 in Fig. S7 ), one for 407 each ancestral chain, and similarities between the chains of the testing set and of the 408 training set that belong to the same phylogeny allow to predict evolutionary partners. 409 Conversely, when there are many duplication-losses, chains from one single phylogeny 410 will end up fixing in each species, analogously to asexual birth-death population genetics 411 models at fixed population size where all individuals are descended from a single ancestor 412 after a sufficient time [50] . Moreover, chains resulting from recent duplication events will 413 be very hard to distinguish, resulting in pairing ambiguities. Fig. S7B also shows that 414 DCA outperforms Mirrortree, consistently with other cases with a substantial training set. 415 Finally, in Fig. S7C , we consider the case without a training set. We find that the first 416 iteration of the Mirrortree-IPA performs much better than that of the DCA-IPA, while 417 things are more even after the iterative process, consistently with our previous results. 418 Furthermore, Fig. S7C shows that in the absence of duplication-loss, final performance 419 is close to the random expectation of 0.25, which stands in contrast with the case with a 420 training set. This is because in the absence of a training set, incorrect pairs comprising 421 A and B chains from different phylogenies cannot be distinguished from those coming 422 from the same phylogeny. Duplication-loss events allow to break this symmetry thanks 423 to the fixation process whereby possible cross-phylogeny pairs become rare within each 424 species. However, when duplication-loss events are too frequent, performance decays 425 again, for the same reason as with a training set: pairs resulting from recent duplications 426 are hard to distinguish. This tradeoff yields an optimal performance for an intermediate 427 frequency of duplication-loss events. Overall, our DCA and Mirrortree-based pairing 428 predictions are robust to modifications of the phylogeny used to generate the data, as 429 long as evolutionary correlations exist.
430
Since the various methods presented here allow to reliably pair synthetic chains on 431 the basis of shared evolutionary history only, it should also be the case for real proteins. 432 While it is difficult to be certain that two real protein families share evolutionary history 433 but do not bear common functional evolutionary constraints, we chose two pairs of 434 protein families that are generally encoded in close proximity on prokaryotic genomes 435 but that do not have known direct physical interactions [51] , namely the Escherichia coli 436 protein pairs LOLC-MACA and ACRE-ENVR and their homologs. (Note that ENVR 437 has regulatory roles on ACRE expression [52] .) Indeed, we expect proteins encoded 438 
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close to one another to share common evolutionary history, because they tend to be 439 horizontally transferred together, and to have similar levels of expression and evolutionary 440 rates [27, 28] . Fig. 6A and B shows that the DCA-, MI-and Mirrortree-IPA are all 441 able to reliably pair LOLC-MACA and ACRE-ENVR homologs that are encoded close 442 to one another on genomes, despite the absence of known direct physical interactions 443 between these protein families. We further compared these results to three pairs of 444 protein families with known direct physical interactions [31] . Fig. 6C , D and E shows 445 that the Mirrortree-IPA performs less well than the DCA and MI-based versions in these 446 cases, especially for the dataset of histidine kinases and response regulators (Fig. 6C) . 447 These proteins feature a strongly coevolving interaction interface [53] , diversified across 448 many paralogs per species (average number of pairs per species in our dataset: m = 11) 449 to avoid unwanted crosstalk. This argues in the favor of the DCA-IPA and the MI-IPA 450 rather than Mirrortree-based methods in order to predict partnership among physically 451 interacting partners. Interestingly, the MI-IPA slightly outperforms the DCA-IPA for all 452 the real datasets in Fig. 6 , while this is not the case for synthetic data comprising only 453 phylogenetic correlations (see Fig. 3 ). MI might be most appropriate for complex real 454 data because of its ability to quantify statistical dependence whatever its origin. , datasets of ∼ 5000 pairs comprising only full species were extracted from the larger complete datasets, while in E, the full dataset of ∼ 2000 pairs was used. In all panels, the mean number m of pairs per species is indicated, and yellow lines represent the average TP fraction obtained for random within-species pairings. All results are averaged over 50 replicates that differ in their initial random within-species pairings. Datasets were constructed as described in [21, 31] , starting from the P2CS database [54, 55] for histidine kinase-response regulator (HK-RR) dataset (C) and using a method adapted from [16] that relies on finding homologs of Escherichia coli protein pairs in all other cases.
Discussion
456
Recently, methods relying on pairwise maximum entropy DCA models, originally designed 457 to identify amino acids in contact in the three-dimensional structure of proteins and 458 multi-protein complexes, have allowed to reliably predict interacting partners among 459 the paralogs of several ubiquitous prokaryotic protein families, starting from sequences 460 only [21, 22] . An important motivation for these methods is that the need to maintain 461 the physico-chemical complementarity of contacting amino acids induces correlations 462 in amino-acid usage between the sequences of interacting partners [5, 53] . However, 463 correlations between the sequences of interacting partners can also arise from their shared 464 evolutionary history, independently of functional and structural constraints, including 465 similar evolutionary rates [27, 28] . In the present work, employing controlled synthetic 466 data, we demonstrated that DCA is able to accurately identify evolutionary partners that 467 only share evolutionary history, even in the absence of any interactions or contacts. The 468 success of DCA holds both with a training set of pairs of known evolutionary partners, 469 and without any training set, thanks to the DCA-based Iterative Pairing Algorithm 470 (IPA) developed in Ref. [21] . These results can be viewed as surprising since DCA 471 models are mainly known for their ability to identify contacts [56, 57] , and since they 472 emphasize small-eigenvalue modes of the covariance matrix of sequences, as illustrated 473 by the inversion of the covariance matrix involved in the mean-field approximation (see 474 Methods), while important signal from phylogeny lies in the large-eigenvalue modes of 475 the covariance matrix [23] [24] [25] . In addition, phylogenetic correlations are often considered 476 deleterious to structure prediction, which is one of the major aims of DCA. Nevertheless, 477 a DCA model is fundamentally a global statistical model that aims to faithfully reproduce 478 the empirical pairwise correlations observed in the data [33, 34] . As such, it should also 479 encode phylogenetic correlations, thus rationalizing our result.
480
Because our controlled synthetic data only comprises signal from phylogeny, we 481 compared the performance of pairing predictions by our DCA-based method to methods 482 that explicitly rely on phylogeny, through sequence similarity. We proposed a method 483 based on the Mirrortree approach, which was developed to predict protein-protein 484 interactions [26, 30, 41] , but does not focus on predicting pairs among the paralogs of two 485 protein families. We found that the performance of this method is comparable to that 486 of DCA, with the Mirrortree-based method performing better for small or noisy training 487 sets, while DCA tends to outperform Mirrortree when a substantial correct training set 488 is available. We also determined the range of mutation rates and chain lengths where 489 these methods perform well, and found them to be broad and very similar for the two 490 methods. Given the small correlation we observed between correct predictions made by 491 DCA and by Mirrortree, and their different behavior with training set quality and size, 492 we proposed an IPA version that employs a Mirrortree score at first iterations before 493 switching to DCA. This yielded results as good as the best of the two methods, but we 494 did not obtain further performance improvements with this strategy. We believe that 495 developing more sophisticated methods to incorporate correlations from contacts and 496 phylogeny is a very interesting topic for further work.
497
We also compared the performance of pairing predictions based on DCA and on 498 Mutual Information (MI). For our synthetic data that only involves phylogeny, we 499 obtained similar performance, with DCA often slightly outperforming MI, while MI 500 tends to outperform DCA for real sequence data [31] . This might be because MI is more 501 robust than DCA to finite dataset size effects [31] , which is a more substantial issue for 502 real sequences that have 21 states per site than for our binary synthetic data. It will be 503 interesting to study this point in more detail in future work.
504
We further demonstrated the robustness of our conclusions to different phylogenies 505 and species structures, by investigating variants of our synthetic dataset generation 506 method. Finally, we applied the DCA-IPA, the MI-IPA and the Mirrortree-IPA to real 507 
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sequence data from several pairs of prokaryotic protein families. We considered both 508 pairs of families with and without known direct physical interactions, but always with 509 genome proximity and thus significant shared evolutionary history. Our methods were 510 able to produce accurate predictions for all these datasets. Therefore, correlations from 511 evolutionary history can play an important part in the performance of these algorithms in 512 the case of real sequence data. Interestingly, we found that the Mirrortree-IPA performs 513 significantly less well than the MI-IPA and DCA-IPA on the histidine kinase-response 514 regulator dataset, which features large numbers of paralogs per species and is known 515 to possess strongly coevolving contacts [5, 53] , and to which DCA is thus particularly 516 well-suited. This further points to the complementarity of these methods, and to the 517 potential that lies in combining them. The last common ancestor index is defined according to the phylogenetic tree representing the branching process used for data generation (see Fig. 1 ): it is 1 for chains that are evolutionarily closest ("sisters"), 2 for the next level ("cousins"), etc. In both panels, data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with exactly 5 mutations per branch, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB. 75% of them were randomly selected to form the training set employed to build the DCA model and compute E AB values, while the remaining 25% constitute the testing set. for methods directly based on sequence similarity. "Distance" employs as a pairing score the Hamming distance between a possible pair AB of the testing set and its closest neighbor in the training set. In "Orthology", one finds reciprocal closest neighbors in terms of Hamming distance ("orthologs") for each possible within-species pair AB of the testing set, among the correct and incorrect within-species pairs of the training set. Specifically, a pair P (from the testing set) and a pair P' (from the training set) are considered as reciprocal closest neighbors if (i) P is the the closest neighbor of P' among the pairs of the species of P and (ii) P' is the closest neighbor of P among all the pairs from the training set. Next, one ranks possible pairs AB of the testing set using this notion of orthology: the pairs whose orthologs are all correct pairs from the training set come first, ranked by decreasing number of orthologs. Then, the pairs of the testing set that have both correct and incorrect orthologs are ranked by decreasing fraction of correct pairs among their orthologs. Finally, the pairs whose orthologs are all incorrect are ranked by increasing number of number of orthologs. In case of equality, pairs are ranked by decreasing distance to the closest correct pair from the training set. We employ the rank of a pair AB in this scheme as a pairing score. The four pairing scores corresponding to each of the four methods are employed in two ways: either within each species we find the B chain with optimal pairing score with each A chain (dashed lines), or within each species we employ the Hungarian matching algorithm to find the one-to-one pairing of A and B chains that optimizes the sum of the pairing scores ("Hung.", solid lines). Each species comprises 4 chains AB. B: Fraction of pairs correctly identified (TP fraction) versus number of pairs per species, employing the same methods (and same colors) as in panel A, and a training set of 50% of the total dataset. For the Orthology method, results are shown only up to 8 pairs per species, because computations become lengthy. In both panels, and as in Fig. 3 , data was generated using a tree of 10 generations, with exactly 5 mutations per branch, out of 200 bits in each chain AB, thus yielding 1024 chains AB. Species were built randomly, and some of them were chosen randomly to build the training set, the remaining ones making up the testing set. The chance expectation, corresponding to random within-species pairings, is shown for comparison. Results are averaged over 100 replicates in panel A and 20 replicates in panel B, each corresponding to a different realization of the branching process used for data generation. Predictions were made without any training set, and the first iteration employs random within-species pairings to compute the initial pairing scores. An increment step N increment = 100 was used. The Hungarian algorithm was employed to predict pairings. Data was generated using a tree with 10 generations, with a variable average number of mutations per branch and a variable chain length, thus yielding 1024 chains AB, and random species with 4 chains AB each were constructed. Starting from one ancestral species with 4 random chains whose two halves A and B are shaded in blue and red, a series of speciation and diversification steps are performed (each sequence of these steps is called a "generation"). Upon speciation, each species is duplicated. Then, each of the two resulting species has a certain probability to undergo a duplication-loss step where one chain is eliminated and replaced by a copy of another chain from the same species. Next, mutations occur independently in each species (light green; here 2 bits per chain AB are mutated at each generation). Hence, the number of species doubles at each generation. B: Predictions with a training set. The fraction of pairs AB correctly predicted (TP fraction) is shown versus the fraction of species that undergo duplication-loss at each generation, for DCA-and Mirrortree-based pairing methods. Two versions are shown for each method: either within each species we find the B chain with optimal pairing score with each A chain (dashed lines), or within each species we employ the Hungarian matching algorithm to find the one-to-one pairing of A and B chains that optimizes the sum of the pairing scores (solid lines). 25 species were randomly selected to form a training set of 100 pairs AB employed to build the pairing scores, and the rest constitutes the testing set. C: Prediction without a training set. The fraction of pairs AB correctly predicted (TP fraction) is shown versus the fraction of species that undergo duplication-loss at each generation, for the DCA-IPA and the Mirrortree-IPA, at the first and last iterations. An increment step N increment = 100 is used. The Hungarian algorithm is employed to predict pairings. In panels B and C, data was generated using a tree of 8 generations, with 5 mutations per branch on average, out of 200 bits in each chain AB. Because here we start from one ancestral species with 4 random chains and not from 1 single random chain, this yields 1024 chains AB, already separated in species. Results are averaged over 20 replicates, each corresponding to a different realization of the branching process used for data generation. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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